Impact of CT attenuation correction on the viability pattern assessed by 99mTc-tetrofosmin SPECT/ 18F-FDG PET.
SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is commonly used for comprehensive interpretation of metabolic PET FDG imaging in ischemic dysfunctional myocardium. We evaluated the difference in scan interpretation introduced by CT attenuation correction (CTAC) of SPECT MPI in patients undergoing viability characterization by (99m)Tc SPECT MPI/PET FDG. In 46 consecutive patients (mean age 64, range 36-83 years) with dysfunctional myocardium, we analyzed viability from combined SPECT MPI and PET FDG scanning without attenuation correction (NC) and with CTAC for SPECT MPI. FDG uptake was classified in groups of percent uptake using the segment with maximum tracer in SPECT perfusion uptake as reference. Viability patterns were categorized as normal, mismatch, mild match and scar by relative comparison of SPECT and PET. Applying CTAC introduced a different reference segment for the normalization of PET FDG study in 57% of cases. As a result, the flow-metabolism pattern changed in 28% of segments, yielding a normal, mismatch, mild match and scar pattern in 462, 150, 123, and 47 segments with NC and 553, 86, 108, and 35 with CTAC, respectively (P = 0.001). Thus, by introducing CTAC for SPECT MPI 25% of segments originally classified as scar were reclassified and the number of normal segments increased by 20%. Introducing CTAC decreased by 54% the number of patients with possible indication for revascularization, from 26/46 to 12/46 (P < 0.001). Different interpretation of myocardial viability can be observed when using CTAC instead of NC SPECT MPI as reference for PET FDG scans.